
 

 

 

The National Police Agency is an 

agency administered by the National 

Public Safety Commission of the Cabinet 

Office of the Cabinet of Japan, and is 

the central agency of the Japanese 

police system, and the central 

coordinating agency of law 

enforcement in situations of national 

emergency in Japan 

FERNO Japan is a “FORCE” in record 

sale to the National Police Agency 
 

As part of the continued success that FERNO Rescue 

solutions have enjoyed in Japan, FERNO Japan in March 

have secured a record-breaking sale of 1290 FERNO Force 

Rescue Tools resulting in revenues exceeding $1.3M (USD). 

This major win reflects FERNO Japan’s versatility for 

working strategically with their dealer in the larger defined 

Emergency Services framework which includes EMS/Fire-

Rescue and Police and providing FERNO branded solutions 

that meet their needs. 

Interoperability is a term that is referenced frequently 

within the our FERNO Rescue discussions and when 

skillfully initiated represents a critical strategy providing 

new opportunities and success with our rescue product 

portfolio covering all of the Emergency Service agencies. 

The Force Rescue tool was created and introduced in 1968 

and today is utilized in more than 30 countries with tens of 

thousands of units provided. In many countries it is 

specified as standard equipment for civil and military 

rescue work - for ambulance, police, road patrols, and air 

rescue teams.  

The Force Rescue Tool was created with the use of special 

alloy hardened steel for use in any climate, no batteries, 

power source or air supply required for use. Instant 

operation, no delays in time sensitive rescue scenarios. 

Easily cuts through sheet metal (car doors, roof and doors) 

automotive glass, wire reinforced glass, wire, rope and 

tubing and can be used as a pry bar to open spaces for 

rescue or for stabilization within a rescue scene. 

Congratulations to the team at FERNO Japan for their 

efforts in this record setting sale of the versatile Force 

Rescue Tool produced by FERNO Norden. 


